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Abstract— Reporting using query script mostly takes the long 
process. It makes the company is too late to provide the strategy 
decision.  This also results inefficient way because the updating 
and changing SQL query to be adjusted for matching the 
requirements of decision makers. So, this paper describes how to 
implement the data warehouse technology to create the fastest way 
to make a report based on the requirements without customize the 
SQL query and just read the required data only. With Kimball 
methodology, data could be reported in various forms and the 
decision makers could take the best decision in eProcurement 
System.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Data warehouse may be known as older technology 
nowadays, but it is still powerful to make faster report system 
instead of creating the very long SQL query which is used to 
get the data from various related tables for one result of report 
as example. But in big data era, data warehouse becomes the 
most important because the  various data should be 
transformed as information to get the decision as fast as 
possible instead of reading the unnecessary data [1][2][3]. 
The case study for this paper is a data analysis of 
eProcurement system implemented by one of Business 
School in Bandung which all procurement requests should be 
submitted on the system to be processed by procurement unit. 
But during the process, some procurement requests could be 
under approval process, rejected, failed, and approved. But 
during the implementation, top level management hard to 
find how many procurement request was failed in specific 
month or period. Also top level management hard to find how 
many department unit who submitted failed procurement 
process. So, with the data top level management can evaluate 
the department unit to make better budget plan in next year 
as example. But in fact, the institution does not have any 
report system to show it in detail but only showing the budget 
realization for every unit department means only showing 
approved procurement request only and ignoring failed or 
rejected procurement request data. Because failed and 
rejected procurement data also valuable as analysis data for 
evaluating the procurement process [4]. 
 
II. THEORITICAL BACKGROUND 
A. Data Warehouse Concept 
Data warehousing is the process of constructing and using 
a data warehouse. A data warehouse is constructed by 
integrating data from multiple heterogeneous sources that 
support analytical reporting, structured and/or ad hoc queries, 
and decision making. Data warehousing involves data 
cleaning, data integration, and data consolidations [7]. 
Data warehouse designed with relational database using 
query to select related data contained in dimension tables also 
as reference data for fact table data which contains all results 
of business process. Fact table also containing measurement 
data like transaction number or other data can be measured. 
But in the data warehouse implementation ignoring the 
normalization process because the design process only need 
the “core” data as the reference in decision support system. It 
is different with the system which does not use the dimension 
modeling like transactional process. Entity relation diagram 
(ERD) is mostly used to draw the  online transactional process 
(OLTP) [8][9]. 
B. Data Warehouse Design 
Kimball methodology has nine steps for designing the data 
warehouse: 
Choose Business Process and Analysis. This is the very 
first step to choose and understand what is the business 
process implemented inside the system and institution. With 
this step, designer can choose the required tables contain the 
data and be transformed into dimension tables. 
Choose the Granularity. This step for analyzing the 
granularity or the relation data and information within each 
row inside transaction table and the fact table. Started this 
steps, designer can start to create the dimension tables. 
Create Dimension Tables. On this step, designer can start 
to create the required and related dimension tables. Dimension 
tables can be as references of fact table. As example, budget 
dimension table is the reference of budget realization fact 
table. 
Create Fact Table. Fact table can be created after all 
dimension tables are finished. Fact table also contains the data 
which can be measured like transaction amount or else. 
Storing Pre-calculation in the Fact Table. After the 
table fact is formed, the next step determines the function of 
each field that serves as a measurement field. 
Rounding out the dimension table. Identify the 
dimension table to represent the attribute hierarchy to ease the 
analysis. 
Choosing the duration of the database. The data 
duration needs to be specified for example three years 
backward. So presented data can be an analysis reference from 
the data behaviours. Data obtained in the form of spreadsheet  
is    then converted into OLTP databases.  The data on OLTP 
database is  extracted and transformed through the ETL 
process  and  moved to the  data warehouse [10][11]. 
Slowly changing dimension. In this step, designer has to 
make sure which dimension tables not affected with 
transaction changes. For example. unit department dimension 
table will not be changed until there is addition unit 
department in the future but not in the near time. 
After dimension tables and the fact table can be 
determined, then relational links within dimension tables and 
fact table can be visualized for better understanding in data 
warehouse designing. According to Creative Data, Star 
Scheme is a standard technique in designing summary tables 
from the data warehouse. Star schemes consist of a central 
data table, or fact table connected to one or more dimension 
tables. It is called a star scheme because this model resembles 
a star, with points centered from the center. The center of the 
star scheme consists of one or more fact tables and the points 
in the schema are dimension tables that contain information 
on certain attributes in the fact table [10][12][13].  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Star Schema 
III. METHODOLOGY 
In this section, will be described about the process to 
develop data warehouse for business intelligence in analyzing 
unit department performance by e-procurement system 
database. 
A. Data Source 
Source database is stored in MySQL database server 
under Linux Operating System and related tables contains the 
transaction data of unit department budget usages detected 
from procurement order submitted on the system also other 
tables related with unit department general data and budgets 
general data related with unit departments table. Entity 
Relational Diagram can be seen in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2 Entity Relational Diagram 
 
B. Data Warehouse Design 
In designing the data warehouse, there are 5 tables known 
as the dimension tables formed in star schema model which 
are “unit_kerja” dimension contains the general data of unit 
“department”, “bulan anggaran” dimension contains the time 
dimension separated in quarterly, semester, and yearly, then 
“anggaran” dimension contains the general data for every 
budget post for each unit department, tanggal pengajuan 
dimension contains the time dimension started from days 
until years, “status permohonan” dimension contains the data 
of stated status for each submitted procurement order like, 
submitted order, rejected order, approved order, and failed 
order. The visualization of the star schema design can be seen 
in Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Star schema model of data warehouse design 
 
C. Surrogate Keys 
Surrogate key is a necessary generalization of the natural 
production key and is one of the basic elements of data 
warehouse design. Every join between dimension tables and 
fact tables in a data warehouse environment should be based 
on surrogate keys, not natural keys. Caused by multiple 
source tables into a single dimension, surrogate keys can 
avoid the duplication of the primary key after stored in 
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dimension tables because surrogate keys is auto increment 
after the data inserted in dimension tables. 
 
D. Extract Transform Load 
ETL is the step for get the data stored in main database 
stored in MySQL server and transformed into dimension 
tables. So, all related tables can be extracted, transformed, 
and loaded automatically when transformation process is 
connected to server or called OLTP (online transactional 
process). This paper is using Pentaho Data Integration for 
ETL process and can be seen on Figure 4 - 8. 
 
 
Figure 4 Load budget dimension table 
 
Figure 5 Load month budget dimension 
 
Figure 6 Load date proposal dimension 
 
Figure 7 Load unit dimension 
 
Figure 8 Load fact table 
 
IV. ANALYSIS RESULT 
After ETL process executed successfully, then dimension 
tables and fact table has been filled with extracted data and 
ready to be used as data warehouse source. In this section, Qlik 
Sense is used to make report dashboard with easily. 
Dashboard result can be seen in Figure 9 – 11. 
 
Figure 9 Round chart budget usages of MBA JKT unit 
 
Figure 10 Chart of procurement order with order status 
 
Figure 11 Chart of budget usages with time dimension 
 Another way to make a report is using Pentaho Report 
Design. Different with Qlik Sense where Qlick Sense only 
providing dashboard with interaction interface by clicking the 
chart to make a filtering data, Pentaho Report Design is 
providing more detailed. Means Pentaho Report Design also 
reporting the row data instead of Qlik Sense only providing 
chart dashboard. Report in Pentaho Report Design can be seen 
in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12 Report result using Pentaho Report Design 
V. CONCLUSION 
 Using data warehouse technology and its method, data 
can be reported faster without typing the very long SQL query 
to make a relation within related tables which are in actual 
there are many tables inside the system. Relation table 
process is helped by ETL process because data warehouse 
only needs the used data and does not need another data 
which is sometime is useless for making a report. So, 
administrator can give the report as soon as possible based on 
the requirement from decision maker without to create a new 
function program or new SQL query. 
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